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A method to determine liquid crystal (LC) anchoring properties, that exploits the changes induced in a rubbed polyimide (PI)
film upon exposure to linearly polarized ultra-violet light, has been devised. The width of the Gaussian PI chain distribution
is determined from the measured rotation of the PI film’s index ellipsoid, the long axis of which is also the LC easy axis, as a
function of exposure time. A quasi-microscopic surface free energy is used to model the anchoring properties. This approach
provides a simple LC material independent method for determining the LC anchoring properties.
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In recent years, surface anchoring of liquid crystals (LC)
has acquired considerable attention from researchers, both, in
fundamental and applied areas. Different methods,1–6) based
on Rapini-Papoular phenomenological model7) for the sur-
face free energy, have been used to determine the polar and
azimuthal anchoring energies. Most of these methods, how-
ever, are restricted in their applicability either in strong or in
weak anchoring regimes. Moreover, the anchoring energies
obtained from these methods inherently depend on the LC
material used. This is of limited use to researchers who wish
to use a different LC material.

In this letter, we present an entirely different approach for
determining the LC anchoring properties on rubbed poly-
imide (PI) surfaces which can be used in strong/weak anchor-
ing conditions. This method is based on a simple model of
the distribution of PI chains and of the LC-substrate interface
free energy. It allows one to extract the average strength of
LC-PI interaction. Once the strength of interaction is known
for a given LC-PI combination, the changes in the anchor-
ing properties induced by a specific extent of rubbing can be
determinedwithout assembling LC cells, thus avoiding a la-
borious process.

In our study, PI films were rubbed after preparation
and subsequently exposed to linearly polarized ultraviolet
(LPUV) light for different durations. To prepare the align-
ment layers used in this study, a polyamic acid solution of
SE610 (Nissan Chemical Co.) was spin coated, at 3000 rpm
for 30 s, onto indium tin oxide coated glass, soft baked (100◦C
for 10 min), and then hard baked at 220◦C for 1 h. The films
were then rubbed using a metal cylinder wrapped in velvet
cloth. In order to get substrates with different anchoring prop-
erties, the number of rubbings was varied while keeping the
pressure, the velocity of substrates (0.9 m/min), and the angu-
lar velocity of the cylinder (550 rpm) constant. A glass plate
prepared in this manner was cut into four pieces. Two pieces
were exposed to LPUV at 4.5 mW/cm2 at 350 nm for differ-
ent durations followed by optical retardation measurements.
A He–Ne laser in conjunction with a photo-elastic modula-
tor (PEM90, Hinds Instruments) with a fused silica head was
used for optical retardation measurements. The remaining
two pieces alongwith two other strongly rubbed pieces were
used for azimuthal anchoring energy measurements for two
different nematic LCs, viz. E7 (BDH Ltd.) and ZLI-4792
(Merck Chemicals).

In order to write the free energy, consider the situation in

a LC cell as shown in Fig. 1. The cell is assumed to be of
thicknessd, filled with a chiral doped nematic LC having an
induced pitchp. The bottom substrate is assumed to have
strong enough anchoring to perfectly align the director along
the rubbing direction. The azimuthal distribution of PI chains
at the upper substrate is approximated by a Gaussian func-
tion centered about the rubbing directionφr .11) The interac-
tion between the LC director and PI chains oriented along
respective directionsφt andφ is approximated by a Rapini-
Papoular type function,C sin2(φ − φt ), weighted by the dis-
tribution function. The free energy per unit area,F , is then
given by the sum of the bulk and surface contributions,12)

Fig. 1. Geometry of LC cell used in the model.R and R′ are respective
rubbing directions on substrates atz = 0 andz = d. The substrate at
z = 0 is assumed to have strong anchoring. Anglesφt , φ, andφr are the
azimuthal coordinates of the LC director, PI chain, andR′, respectively.
The cell is filled with nematic LC doped with a chiral material which in-
duces a pitchp.

where,K2 is the twist elastic constant of the LC,φ0 = 2πp/d
is the natural twist, andC represents the average strength of
interactions between PI and LC molecules and is independent
of the surface treatment for a given LC-PI combination. The
probability distribution function is given by
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Any microscopic modifications induced on the surface by
rubbing are reflected in the free energy through changes in
the width,ω, of the distribution function.

The equilibrium orientation of the director is dictated by a
delicate interplay between the surface and bulk contributions.
Minimization of F with respect toφt gives,

entation,φs, of the easy axis is determined from the extremum
of the resultant distribution function.14) If φr = 0, thenφs sat-
isfies the equation12)

t sin 2(φ0− φs)+ 1/(αω2 sin2 θ)φs = 0

where,θ is the usual polar coordinate of the PI chain,α is
a constant which depends on the PI, andφ0 is the azimuthal
orientation of the electric field vector which is parallel to the
substrate.

By measuring the optical retardation of a rubbed film, ex-
posed to LPUV with its polarization at an angleφ0 = 40◦ with
respect to the rubbing direction, the angle through which the
easy axis of the film rotates can be determined as a function
of the exposure time. Figure 3 shows the time dependence of
the rotation angle1φ = φs + 50◦. The angle1φ is mea-
sured with respect to the direction of alignment preferred by
the LPUV which is perpendicular to its polarization.15)

From fits of the above equation to the experimental data,
the width of the Gaussian distribution is determined usingθ =
90◦ (no pretilt) and a previous value ofα = 0.026 min−1.11)

Figure 4 shows the dependence of the width of the distribution
on the number of rubbings under same conditions. For weakly
(or less) rubbed surface, the width is large due to the nearly
random distribution of PI chains. However, with increased
rubbing (strength) more PI chains are aligned and the width
decreases until the alignment of PI chains saturates.

The azimuthal anchoring energy on these surfaces has been
measured for nematic LCs E7 and ZLI-4972 using the method
proposed by Akahaneet al.13) Figure 5 shows the dependence
of the anchoring energy on the distribution width. The solid
lines represent calculated values from the equilibrium direc-
tor orientations based on the model forφr = 90◦, φ0 = 57.3◦,
andp = 40µm for corresponding LCs. The close agreement
between the experimental and model predicted dependence of
azimuthal anchoring energy on the distribution width justifies
the validity of the model. The increase in azimuthal anchoring
energy with a decrease in the width implies that the number of
PI chains contributing to the LC anchoring along the rubbing

Fig. 2. Theoretical dependence of the equilibrium director twist,φ0
t (see

text) on the width of the distribution forφ0 = 57.3◦ and φr = 90◦.
The symbols©, ¤, and4 corrrespond to surfaces withCd/K2 = 1,
Cd/K2 = 10, andCd/K2 = 50, respectively.

Fig. 3. The angle of rotation,1φ, of the easy axis with respect to the po-
larization direction of LPUV as a function of exposure time for one (©),
two (¤), four (4), five (♦), and six (5) rubbings. The electric field of
LPUV was at an angle of 40◦ with respect to the rubbing direction. The
solid curves are the best fits as discussed in text.

where,φ0
t is the equilibrium twist angle at the minimum of

the total free energy.
The value ofC can be determined from the measured width

of the distribution, and the equilibrium director orientation
which can be obtained using an optical technique.13) It should
be noted that when all PI chains are aligned along the rubbing
direction (i.e., the strong anchoring limit),ω → 0 and the
expression forC reduces to the azimuthal anchoring energy
Wφ .4,13)

Validity of the model is tested by studying the equilibrium
twist, φ0

t , as a function of the width of the distribution. Fig-
ure 2 shows the dependence ofφ0

t as a function of the distri-
bution width forφ0 = 57.3◦, φr = 90◦ and different values
of Cd/K2. It is clear that for large value ofω, i.e., for al-
most random distribution of PI chains, the orientation of the
director is dictated by the natural twist. On the other hand,
whenω is small or majority of PI chains are aligned along
the rubbing direction, the free energy is minimum when the
director is nearly parallel to the rubbing direction. The direc-
tion of alignment also depends on the strength of the LC-PI
interaction relative to the twist elastic energy (i.e., the ratio
Cd/K2).

The distribution of chains in a rubbed PI film is profoundly
altered by LPUV exposure because of the dissociation of the
photosensitive bonds. When a rubbed film is exposed for a
time t to normally incident LPUV light, the equilibrium ori-
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direction becomes higher with increasing rubbing strength.
From the corresponding theoretical fit to the experimental
data, the value ofC is determined to be 1.41× 10−5 Jm−2

and 3.92×10−5 Jm−2 for E7 and ZLI-4792, respectively. The
difference between the values ofC for two LCs indicates that
the strength of the LC-PI interaction for these two LCs are
very different owing to their different chemical nature.

It has been shown that simple models for PI chain distri-
bution and surface free energy of the interface permit an ex-
perimental determination of the strength of LC-PI interaction.
For a given LC-PI system, once the strength of interaction is
known, one can determine the changes in anchoring proper-
ties induced by rubbing without fabricating LC cells. In con-
clusion, measurement of the width of the PI chain distribution
provides a direct and simpler experimental way to determine
anchoring properties over a wide range of anchoring strength.
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Fig. 4. Dependence of the width,ω, of the PI chain distribution function
on the number of rubbings (the solid curve is guide to the eye).

Fig. 5. Dependence of the azimuthal anchoring energy,Wφ , on the width of
the distribution for nematic LCs ZLI-4792 (◦) and E7 (¤). Solid curves are
calculated usingφ0

t from the model forφ0 = 57.3◦, φr = 90◦, p = 40µm,
andCd/K2 = 18 for E7 andCd/K2 = 40 for ZLI-4792.
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